FRONTIER HEADQUARTERS BORDER SECURITY FORCE
SALBAGAN, AGARTALA, TRIPURA
/// PRESS RELEASE ///
BSF APPREHENDED 02 WITH SEIZES HUGE QUANTITY OF YABA TABLETS
On 23 Nov’2018, from 04:00 PM to 04:30 PM, on specific information, a Joint
Operation was planned and carried out by troops of 74 Bn BSF along with civil Police and
Field ‘G’ Team Gokulnagar, led by Shri Sunil T S, AC along with 01 Subordinate Officer
and 04 other ranks of 74 BN BSF and SI Rajib Saha, OC, PS Kalamchera along with 01
Subordinate Officer and 06 other ranks, in the area of responsibility of BOP Boxanagar.
In the Joint operation, party raided the house of Ashiker Rahman (37Yrs), S/O Shiru
Miah, R/O vill - Boxanagar under PS Kalamchera, Distt - Sepahijalla, Tripura. Ops Party
searched the bed room of the house of Ashiker Rahman. While entering the house, all
prevailing pungent smell of Yaba tablets noticed by the operational group but speculated
consignment could not be located. However, on opening the Almirah kept inside the bed
room, packets of Yaba Tablets were noticed. Sensing the seizure of narcotic items in his
house, owner fled away from the spot and apprehended on chase by the troops. Search was
carried out in the presence of two respectable independent witnesses and the party managed
to seize Yaba tablet 3,793 nos, value Rs. 18,96,500/- from the spot and apprehended
smugglers as per details given below: –
i)

Ashiker Rahman (37 Yrs), S/O Shiru Miah, R/O Dakshinpara, Boxanagar PS
Kalamchera.

ii)

Nargis Begum (35 Yrs), W/O Ashiker Rahman, R/O same as above.

Both the apprehended person handed over to PS Kalamchera and FIR has been lodged
under NDPS Act.
BSF in conjunction with local law enforcement agencies relentlessly following State
Goal of Drug free State, for the benefit of Society, in general & Youths, in particular, by
effective domination, on the border. This year BSF, in Tripura, at different locations, has
successfully seized Yaba tablets- 1,65,000 nos approx, to keep on check recent spurt in
proliferation of synthetic drugs, being forced in smuggling by organized syndicates.
In sequence of special drives against synthetic drugs by BSF, on 23 rd Nov 2018 at
about 05:30 PM, troops of 74 Bn BSF along with Police personnel of PS-Sonamura and Field
‘G’ Team, Gokulnagar, planned a joint operation to raid a house belonging to one Nitai

Majumdar (60 yrs), R/O- village – Anandpur, PS-Sonamura, on specific information of
storing of dry Ganja, in his house. On reaching, no one was found available in the house.
Further, Police went for independent witnesses but could not find anyone. They called the
local Pradhan but it was said that as Muslim not possible to go inside a Hindu house. Party
also searched the owner of the house at public places, hospital but couldn’t locate him. Due to
non-availability of independent witnesses and owner of the house, operational party returned
back from the spot, but kept the house under watch, by foot patrooling.
On 24th Nov 2018, at about 02:30 AM, foot patrolling party comprising of SI Sudan
Singh along with 01 OR went to check the spot, but spotted a mob of approx. 20-25 person
gathered there and on seeing BSF party, they started pelting stones. Fortunately, one in
operation party got injured. Meanwhile, BSF party could hear the sound of digging, inside
premises and immediately informed of same to Coy Commander. On this, Coy Commander
along with the troops rushed to the spot. On seeing the arrival of forces, the miscreants fled
away from the spot. Further, Coy Commander along with troops entered inside the suspected
house and noticed the floor of the house was already dugged out with marks of Ganja drums.
Operational party recovered 02 packets of dry Ganja (approx. 05 kgs) inside the house. Police
party approached on the matter for doing the needful action and processing the case. FIR is
being lodged against the owner of the house.
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